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New Blind Corner Pullout Added to Storage with Style® Line 
Modern styling meets enhanced functionality 

 

 
 

(BOSSIER CITY, LOUISIANA –JUNE 24, 2021) --- Hardware Resources is pleased to announce the Storage with 
Style® line of cabinet pullouts now features a Blind Corner Pullout. This robust pullout allows easier access 
into the depths of hard-to-reach corners in kitchen cabinets, all while featuring the signature Storage with 
Style curved flat wire detailing. The cohesive look of Storage with Style organizers brings elegance and style to 
any style kitchen. 
 
“One of the features that make this Blind Corner Pullout truly exceptional is that when fully extended out of 
the cabinet, the unit has a 1" clearance to avoid interference with adjacent cabinet hardware,” said Marisa 
Sanchez, Senior Product Manager for Organizers at Hardware Resources. "This feature is truly unique to the 
Storage with Style Blind Corner Pullout and means that designers do not have to be restricted on their cabinet 
hardware choice when using our blind corner organizer. 
 
The Storage with Style Blind Corner Pullout was developed to give designers flexibility. It can be installed in 
either left or right-hand blind corners and features four adjustable-height baskets that easily pull and provide 
for full access. It is available in both standard door/drawer and full-height door sizes for blind corner cabinets 
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as well as two width options for 15” and 18” openings. For the full-height option, an additional pair of baskets 
can be added to make a three-tier organizer. 
 
Easy to install and built to last, the Storage with Style Blind Corner Pullout features heavy-duty soft-close slides 
that are rated for up to 150 pounds and allow for smooth movement in and out of the cabinet. The heavy-duty 
frame construction ensures the organizer is stable when in motion. The acrylic liners add stability to the 
baskets and are dishwasher safe. 
 
Learn more about the complete Storage with Style line of kitchen organizers at HardwareResources.com. 
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ABOUT HARDWARE RESOURCES 
A division of Dimora Brands, Hardware Resources was founded in 1990 and is headquartered in Bossier City, Louisiana, with 
strategically located warehouses across North America. Their diverse product lines include cabinet knobs and pulls, easy-to-
assemble cabinets, vanities, organizers, lighting and power solutions, functional cabinet hardware, decorative carved wood 
products, cabinet doors and drawers. For 30 years, the focus of Hardware Resources has been the customer. They believe in quality, 
integrity and reliability—upholding the highest standards of service and responsibility in the industry.  
 
Hardware Resources’ family of brands include: 

• Jeffrey Alexander: knobs & pulls, vanities & mirrors, kitchen islands, stainless steel sinks 

• Elements by Hardware Resources: knobs & pulls, decorative hooks, bath hardware 

• Hardware Resources: functional hardware, carved wood products, moldings, dovetail drawer boxes, mitered cabinet doors, 
cabinet organizers, closet organizers 

• Task Lighting: LED lighting and angle power strip products for cabinets, home, and unobtrusive power   

• NorthPoint Cabinetrya wide array of fast to assemble cabinet designs, providing value with a quality, custom look 

 
For more information about Hardware Resources call toll-free 1.800.463.0660 or visit HardwareResources.com 
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